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Abstract—In this paper, a simplified way for communities and
researchers to set up a full traffic representation of an urban
city in SUMO is provided. With this simulation, research on a
wide scale of scenarios is possible. The city of Mannheim serves
as a base structure for modelling a traffic environment and this
model is then used for testing different traffic situations and
optimizations. The combined causality of autonomous vehicles
as well as major events that bring along a large number of
people with transportation needs are given as use cases by the
associated work. It is also shown that it is possible to integrate
further technologies like reinforcement learning in the simulation.
With this toolchain the traffic situations can be optimized for any
city and changed to a better way of sustainable co-living.

Index Terms—sumo, traffic simulation, autonomous traffic,
reinforcement learning, machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

A realistic simulation of large cities and the associated usage
of transportation means as well as the presentation of new use
cases are extremely important and reveal decisions to be made
regarding urban planning measures.

In the current world, the simulation is only relevant if it is
possible to dynamically manipulate its parameters. In addition,
it should be possible to evaluate certain scenarios in advance
to collect measurement data through virtual sensors during this
process.

After a detailed analysis of various traffic simulation en-
vironments (incl. SUMO, VISSIM, AIMSUN, CORSIM and
MATSIM), SUMO was selected for the desired realistic mod-
elling.

It was selected based on the following properties:

• SUMO is a microscopic traffic simulation. In addition,
many different types of vehicles (normal, special vehicles
and public transport) can be easily included.

• The road network can furthermore be imported without
restrictions from public resources and easily edited with
a tool provided by SUMO.

• The interaction with SUMO can be done via a program-
ming interface with Python. In the context of machine
learning and optimization of simulated environments,
using frameworks like Flow, this aspect is essential.

• Last but not least, SUMO is an open source project. The
advantage of which cannot be described fairly in the short
version of this paper.

In this paper, the focus is therefore on the question of
how realistic traffic situations can be modelled and simulated
using SUMO. How traffic flows react to dynamic impact
factors within an urban mobility system and to what extent
measurement data can be collected realistically by using
virtual sensors. This determines futuristic scenarios such as the
management of major events with autonomous vehicle fleets.

This results in the following research objectives:

• Realistic modelling of a metropolis with various types
of vehicles, public transport schedules, mass events and
other typical factors

• The design and implementation of a preprocessing
pipeline for a fast utilization of new data by the existing
simulation

• Determination of criteria for the evaluation of the appli-
cation scenarios

• To adapt the structure of the simulation model given by
SUMO in such a way that the analysis of criteria is
possible

• Restructuring the dependencies of SUMO to allow inter-
action with machine learning frameworks

• The definition of interfaces for dynamic and static ma-
nipulation of the simulation and a data mining interface

• The design of a high-level user interface which allows
actors from related fields of competence the usage of the
discussed work



II. BACKGROUND

A. SUMO
Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) is a microscopic

traffic simulation, which has been developed and provided
as an open source project by the German Aerospace Center
(DLR) and its Institute of Transportation Systems since 2001.
[1]

SUMO consists of several stand-alone tools that work
independently of each other. For example, some tools are for
generating random traffic or traffic based on human behav-
ior. This modular architecture of the program enables quick
expansions.

There are also independent tools for visualization or editing
of the network and the actual display of the simulation. One
of these tools enables importing a ready to use network from
OpenStreetMap. [2]

For dynamic interaction during the simulation an interface
named TraCI (Traffic Control Interface) is provided. Using
this interface and the corresponding library, simple programs
can be developed quickly with the aid of Python or C++. The
routes of the individual vehicles or the traffic environment
itself can be manipulated during the simulations run-time. This
enables various use cases to be designed without the need of
overloading the model. Apart from typical traffic data provided
in a real environment, information about roads, intersections or
traffic light systems can be accessed for decisions or advanced
evaluations regarding urban planning. [1] [3]

B. Flow
Flow is a deep reinforcement learning framework for het-

erogeneous autonomous traffic flows. It forms the foundation
for the benchmarking of different traffic control scenarios.
Furthermore, it is possible to use tools for the design of
user defined traffic scenarios and directly apply reinforcement
learning with micro traffic simulation libraries. [4]

Flow masters the efficient creation of scenarios. It is pos-
sible to build scenarios sequentially and then start them di-
rectly by executing Python code without touching any SUMO
component. The manual preparation of different variables in
the SUMO environment is completely relieved. The term
”scenario” describes the entire traffic situation, including the
components that can be used by optimization algorithms for
machine learning.

All in all, Flow can be considered equivalent to a playground
for traffic scenarios. On this playground it is possible to
investigate different experiments and algorithms.

In the underlying work Flow was used especially because
of its elegant integration of a traffic simulation and machine
learning framework (e.g. SUMO and OpenAIs Gym [5]).
Furthermore, algorithms that have already been tested and con-
firmed as efficient, can be used. This helps the user focusing
on the actual traffic scenario instead of the implementation of
state-of-the-art algorithms.

A set of benchmarking algorithms called stable baselines
[6] were used in this work for the algorithmic optimization of
environments.

III. RELATED WORK

The Luxembourg SUMO Traffic (LuST) scenario aids to
investigate the performance of Vehicle-to-X protocols and the
corresponding applications [7]. It also shows that the traffic
in the simulation is similar to real data sources. The LuST
scenario uses dynamic detours and actuated traffic lights to
optimize traffic flow. It was developed by Lara Codecá et al.
and builds a basis for scenario evaluations. [8]

Pedro Fernandes and Urbano Nunes worked on platooning
of autonomous vehicles with Vehicle-to-Vehicle communica-
tion in SUMO to reduce stop-and-go in urban traffic. The goal
of the study is to gain more space in the city through platoon-
ing with autonomous vehicles. Because of better reaction time
of autonomous vehicles, the safety distance does not need to
be as big as the safety distance of a human driven vehicle,
which results in more city space. [9]

The work of Sabina Alazzawi et al. aims to reduce the
number of vehicles in the city through various concepts
such as autonomous vehicles, on-demand services and electric
mobility. The basis for the analysis is the city of Milan in Italy.
The result of this work is that 9500 6-seat robotic taxis are
needed to drastically reduce congestion and emissions. [10]

In their work Wenwen Zhang et al. evaluate the influence of
autonomous vehicles on the demand for parking. With SUMO,
a grid-based city was built in which 700 autonomous vehicles
were needed to ensure an average waiting time of 2 minutes.
With this number of autonomous vehicles, the demand for
parking space was reduced by 90 percent. [11]

IV. EXPERIMENTS

The experiments carried out in this research work can
be divided into two distinct categories. The first category
includes extensions that are important for this research work
and extend SUMO’s functionality. The second category is
concerned of real experiments that try to prove a certain
hypotheses. This includes experiments that try to optimize
a scenario by machine learning and the creation of a user
interface for the entire system.

A. Preprocessing

Fig. 1 shows that the preprocessing provides a pipeline
for importing traffic data, formatting and preparing it to be
used in the simulation. Furthermore, a model of a city is
needed. These steps are of such importance because the quality
of the traffic data as well as the model data indicate how
realistic the representation of the environment is and how
assessable the findings based on the simulation are. With
this environment real world use cases can be modelled and
optimization algorithms trained and evaluated.

The model could be created by the already given OSM
Web Wizard tool. It is possible to generate SUMO xml files
with open source data maps from OpenStreetMap. But the
conversion from OpenStreetMap in combination with large
intersections is associated with problems. This is still a big



Fig. 1. Preprocessing pipeline

issue and a challenge for the SUMO community. Large in-
tersections will not convert correctly and it is necessary to
manually improve them to provide an acceptable working base.

Local authorities collect traffic data with different methods
on various detection points in a city [12]. Further, mobile
operator companies, car rentals or the automotive industry
collect traffic data on a grand scale [12] [13] [14]. All data
is available either as stationary detector data or extracts from
a floating vehicle. However, the data format is inconsistent
and not directly usable in SUMO. So it is required to provide
a widely used file format that can be filled by humans or
automatically. Therefore, the toolchain provides two input
methods to enrich the simulation by CSV1 formed traffic data:

• Stationary traffic detectors: This format is defined in
time discrete sequences in which the vehicles pass the
detectors.

Detector ID Time qPKW qLKW vPKW vLKW
detector0 360 79 6 50 50
detector1 390 102 10 50 50

• Floating car data: Single vehicles are defined in a source
target relation. It is possible to describe a detailed route
by declaring each step from one edge to the next e.g.
A → B, B → C or just simplify set start and destination
e.g. A → C and the simulation will choose the route with
the least travel time [16]. Source and destination are lane
IDs of the simulation model.

ID time: Departure-time from to
0 360 164086589 204207291
1 390 164086589 45085545

Definition of lane IDs require knowledge of the model.
Therefore, the concept plans to takes input in form
of GPS2 coordinates that are converted to X and Y
coordinates of the model. From these coordinates, the
edge-ID can be extracted from SUMO. To guarantee data
privacy, it is also possible to use zones with a range of
100 or more meters instead of original GPS coordinates.

The toolchain provides a data simplification and abstraction
for the SUMO environment. It imports and validates the data
before generating the SUMO working files. These scripts were

1comma-separated values: Each record is separated by commas. [15]
2Global Positioning Systems

tested with the given traffic data of Mannheim, but could
be easily used to import other data such as public transport,
emission data or non traffic related data. Non traffic related
data includes particulate matter measurements, which can
indirectly influence traffic behaviour. It could, for example, be
used to indicate particulate matter alarms, diverting vehicles
and causing traffic jams.

B. Real World Use Case Modelling

Simulation environments provide a base for testing hypothe-
ses. But how can hypotheses be brought into the environment?
A wide scale of real-world scenarios were collected and mini-
mized to essential similarities. Most use cases are based either
on dropping objects or passengers with a transportation request
to a specific destination or vehicles are ordered somewhere to
pick up and transport objects. On the one hand the objects
to be transported are focused, on the other hand the vehicle
that performs tasks such as the delivery of a certain object
is focused. The proof of concept includes both cases by focal
pointing on the following scenarios, which are currently highly
interesting:

• Trains arrive after a mass event in another city (e.g. soccer
game, Maimarkt) at Mannheim main station. Therefore,
in order to realistically represent this event, a random
number of people is dynamically created at the main
station.

• An autonomous vehicle fleet based in the city center of
Mannheim is able to accept requests and be managed
centrally.

Use cases are implemented in Python using the TraCI
interface. Intervention is possible in every single simulation
step. The train passengers of the first use case are found right
at the beginning. An implementation into the preprocessing
toolchain would give the possibility to flexible define the
distribution of passenger requests over time. The autonomous
vehicle fleet of the second use case processes requests in ’first
in first out’ order. All vehicles are located at a given address,
start there and will return there if all jobs are done. The routing
is so far managed by the SUMO environment and takes routes
with least travel time [16].

The implemented prototype is designed to be used as a
template for any other use case. Transformation to other
use cases e.g. truck fleet, ambulance vehicles or autonomous
public transport are possible with manageable effort. An



improvement to the preprocessing could be introduced by
creating the possibility to define different parking or loading
areas for the fleet.

C. Integration of Optimization Utilities with Flow

The model can be used to research autonomous use cases,
such as transportation of packages or people, in order to
evaluate the impact of these vehicles. Example questions could
be whether autonomous vehicles can be used to manage and
support public transport at mass events or whether the traffic
load will be reduced by them.

To test a scenario with this SUMO model and the Flow
framework, a traffic light control at an intersection was im-
proved. The input data is the distance of all nearby vehicles
to the intersection and the speed of these vehicles. Based on
this input data, a reinforcement learning model with the help
of Flow was trained. The reinforcement learning model was
trained against the speed of the vehicles to prevent the vehicles
from having to stop.

D. Traffic Light Scenario with Flow

In this experiment the application of reinforcement learning
as an optimization tool for a metropolitan simulation was
investigated. Thereby an already known experiment of Flow,
the Traffic Light Scenario3, was used and modified to work
with the existing simulation.

The scenario examined here consists of an intersection with
several traffic lights. The sum of the traffic lights corresponds
to the agent. The actions that can be performed by the agent
include switching the traffic light signal to red, yellow, and
green. This is illustrated in the figure below:

Fig. 2. Traffic Light Scenario with example metropolis

3Traffic Light Scenario Flow: https://github.com/flow-project/flow (in ex-
amples)

As observations, the agent receives information about the
vehicles that are in the simulation. This includes the current
speed of the vehicles, the distances of the vehicles to the
intersections, their current lanes and the SUMO-specific edge
on which the respective vehicle is located in terms of the
simulation.

Regarding reinforcement learning, the so-called reward
function is another component of the optimization algorithm.In
this experiment, three different reward functions were used for
the learning process of the algorithms agent.

The first reward function is the one that Flow used and is
calculated by accumulating the waiting time of vehicles at the
respective traffic lights. Indicating a bad reward value if the
agent has failed to learn a good policy that allows the vehicles
to pass the traffic lights without a red phase. Thus the waiting
time is penalized.

The second reward function was tested in the scope of this
thesis and is calculated by the maximum average speed of the
vehicles in the simulation.

The third reward function accumulates the standing vehicles.
The more vehicles are standing, the worse will be the reward
value.

For an in-depth understanding of the underlying markov
decision processes and the algorithms underlying the optimiza-
tion by flow, the literature of Sutton, Richard S. and Barto,
Andrew G. can be used. [17]

E. User Interface for non-expert usage

A separate text-based user interface (TUI) for easier usage
was developed to support non-programmers handle the tools
provided in the processing chain. When starting a simulation
with the TUI, the user has the possibility to enable or disable
various traffic options like busses, trains or a basic noise traffic
modelled after real life numbers.

It helps with modular usage to create different use-case
scenarios for the simulation and allows to start the simulation,
log information about it and display those information with
diagrams. It is also possible to start a training a scenario with
Flow and infer the scenario with its best policy.

This enables experts from other fields of competence to
scientifically examine a simulation model created by operating
a user interface.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

The research work is at an advanced stage. The setup of the
basic model and the implementation of the described interfaces
for a dynamic manipulation of the simulation and an analysis
of it are completed. Additionally, several use cases and a
framework for the integration of a learning component in
the sense of machine and reinforcement learning have been
implemented. Furthermore, an approach for data mining was
implemented to optimize evaluation criteria from logged data.
This builds the base for further use cases and scenarios which
can now be investigated.

The following aspects are of particular importance for future
work and are therefore discussed briefly:

https://github.com/flow-project/flow


A. Aspects with regard to functionality:

• Implementation of extended complexity for use cases
with autonomous vehicle fleets is intended.

• The proof of concept, which was implemented in the
course of the research, can be further elaborated in order
to be able to model more realistically and problem-
oriented.

• Furthermore, it would be interesting to be able to con-
tinuously include direct user feedback from user surveys
about a potential use case in a smart city.

• Last but not least, a ready-to-use interface for zone-to-
zone data is pending.

B. Aspects regarding data that is included in the simulation:
Working with real data bears a variety of problems. These

include the quality of the data and the amount of erroneous
data. Therefore, it would be desirable to have a way of
detecting errors that prevents poor or false data from being
used to create realistic scenarios. Such input data includes
booking data, trips or similar data.

C. Aspects concerning the optimization algorithms:
Building on the implementation, further scenario studies

should now take place. This should not only be based on
an optimization with Flow but also on a manual analysis
with acquired data of a scenario executed in the simulation.
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